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abstract: 

Rtcent experiments in the upsilon region prompt us to indicate 

the quark mass dependence of quark-antiquark bound state properties. 

Classes of quark-antiquark potentials exhibiting scaling of energy level 

spacing with quark mass are presented, and the importance of mass 

dependence of bound state properties in investigating the nature of the 
1/2 potential is emphasised. The scaling potentials considered are V « V(a r), 

n ft 

which exhibits constant level spacing, and V = bm r , and its generalizations, 

which has scaling of energy levels controlled by the exponents a and R. 

The class of potentials yielding constant level spacing is shown to be 

consistent with the interpretation of the state recently observed at 9.46 

GeV in e e annihilations as a bound state of a new quark and antiquark 
with |e I - 1/3. q' 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The recent discovery at Fermilab [l] of enhancements in the muon-

pair invariant mass at 9.4, 10.0 and 10.4 GeV has lent fresh credence to 

theoretical ideas on the existence of new quark flavours [2]. The spacing 

of these upsilon resonances is remarkably close to that of the pslon 

spectrum. Further, the observation at the DORIS storage ring of a narrow 

resonance L3] at 9.46 GeV with an electronic width of 1.3 ± .4 keV now 

provides solid evidence for a new quark flavour. These exciting disc

overies have renewed interest in describing the interaction of heavy 

quarks by nonrelativistic potentials 14-12]. Such an approach has already 

yielded an impressive phenomenology for the psion region [13,14], and is 

expected to be even more reliable for the quarks which make up the 

upsilon resonances. 

With so much interest in heavy quark phenomenology one is tempted to 

place on record systematic studies of the properties of quark-antiquark 

systems as a function of the quark mass and of quark numbers. Hopefully 

this may serve as a phenomenological guide to the yet undiscovered new 

flavours beyond the upsilon region. One also hopes to test the notion 

of asymptotic freedom El5] in gauge theories of the strong interaction. 

In certain situations our study also provides a phenomenological frame

work which reflects the number of quarks, with possible implications for 

the theory of flavour mixing. 

In the absence of a unique derivation of the quark-antiquark poten

tial from QCO, several different schemes have been proposed. The observed 

ordering of the low-lying states of families is produced by a wide class 

of confining potentials obeying mild constraints on shape 116,17] and the 

welcome discovery of the upsilon family should further restrict potentials 

through the dependence of quark-antiquark (qq) system properties on quark 

mass (tn ). 
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For power law and logarithmic potentials several authors have 

indicated how the energy level spacing and various wavefunction prop

erties scale with m [12,18-20], and hence how quantities such as decay 

and radiative transition widths will vary with m . For more complicated 

potentials such as the modified Coulomb potential [6,9], where competing 

power laws are involved the m variation [9] is less straightforward. 

The approach to a hydrogenic level schea° as m •+ » has been shown to 

be slow. 

We present here classes of generalized power law potentials, 

grouped by common m scaling behaviour and in particular the class 
q 1/2 V = f(m r), for an arbitrary function f, which has level spacings 

independent of m , in harmony with the similarity of psion and upsilon 

spacings. This latter class shares the scaling properties of the log

arithmic potential [19,20]. 

Analysis of decay and radiative transition widths for these scaling 

potentials as functions of m shows simple scaling for quark masses much 

larger than the level spacings, but also finer structure before this. 

This "prescaling" behaviour allows discrimination between members of the 

same scaling class, and naturally also reflects the nature of the poten

tial for non-scaling interactions. For two well known members of the 

constant level spacing class, the logarithmic [19,20] and harmonic 

oscillator [14,18] potentials, we calculate the leptoni' and hadronic 

decay widths of the triplet S-states, which are sensitive to the wave-

function at the origin, and also the El transition widths of the first 

two excited states, which naturally are sensitive in a different fashion 

to the wavefunctions and the energy levels. These widths are calculated 

as a function of m to observe the "prescallng" behaviour and the trans

ition to simple m scaling as m increases. For comparison these widths 

are also calculated for the modified Coulomb potential. 
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Before the onset of simple scaling at high a , the Interplay of 

vavefunctlons and energy level spectrua gives rise to aarked variations 

In widths as a Increases. For the haraonic oscillator this interplay 

in sufficiently strong for the energy spectrua to invert the S-state 

decay widths from their asymptotic ordering. It is also clear that 

soae of the "prescaling" phenomena persist to reasonably high quark 

masses. 

Specific scaling calculations indicate the consistency of the 

constant level spacing class of potentials with the recent DORIS 

results. A more detailed study within each quarkonium family, and 

calculations of properties which do not simply scale from psions to 

the upsilon family (such as electronic width of T'), will be required 

to refine the potential within the scaling class. 

In Section II the origin of the classes of potentials sharing 

common scaling behaviour is indicated. The calculational basis of the 

present work is outlined in Section III. Sections VI and V deal with 

the S-state decay widths, while Section VI treats the El transitions. 

The effect of the number of quark flavours on the quantities calculated 

is considered in Section VII. In Section VIII the analysis is focussed 

on the quarkonium families. Possible developments are indicated in 

Section IX and the main conclusions are summarized in Section X. 

II. CLASSES OF POTENTIALS SHARING SCALING BEHAVIOUR 

The universal character of the confining potential can be investig 

ated by studying the m scaling properties of level spacing and the 

corresponding wavefunctions and their overlap Integrals. For particular 

classes of potentials this problem has been studied by several authors. 
a 

The m behaviour of the level spacing (AE) for potentials V • ar has 
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been investigated by Kang and Schnltzer [12], and by Quigg and Rosner 

[20]. The • behaviour of |*(0)| 2 [18,20] and of radial overlap 

integrals [20] for these potentials on the basis of scaling of length 

dimensions has also been investigated. The scaling properties of the 

logarithmic potential have been similarly elucidated [19]. The a 

dependence of the states of the modified Coulomb potential have been 

detailed by Eichten and Gottfried [9]. In this section we present the 

scaling properties of two general classes of potentials. 

We follow the approach developed by Quigg and Rosner [19,20], of 

extracting m scaling properties from the Schrodinger equation by trans-

formation to dimensionless variables, for potentials of the form 

(i) V - f(m 1 / 2r) for an arbitrary function f, and (ii) V - bm°r B. The 

scaling properties of the first class follow immediately from Reference Cl9l 

and are identical to those of the logarithmic potential. The radial 

Schrodinger equation for two particles of mass m interacting via V(r): 

is recast using the dimensionless parameter 

1/2 p - (•"-„>' r (2) 

where m is an arbitrary scale parameter, <|»(r) » Nv(p) and N is a 

normalization factor, to: 

L ± « LaA] + turn + v«-o>"' / 2°>. x 1 v ( p ) . 0 <„ 
i 2 dp dp I 2

 m m l 
v p * K ^ K ' p* o o ' 

The differences of eigenvalues will only be independent of m if, 
— 1 /2 under a rescaling m -• Am, V((mm o) p} is only changed by an additive 
1/2 function of A. Clearly if V - f(m r) then Eq. (3) has no remaining 

m dependence. The rescaling requirement is met by V - ktnr and by 
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1/2 V * f(» r). A well known example of the latter form is the constant 

spacing harmonic oscillator potential 

V - 1/2 [-£•! u n
2 r 2 (4) 

where u controls the level spacing. Scaling of wavefunction properties o 
is derived froa the fact that by the change of variable Eq. (2), quantities 

with the dimension of length scale as 

L * « " 1 / 2 (5) 

ft A 

For potentials V(r) « bm r , we follow Reference [20], and change 

to the dlaensionless variable 
p - « P « 0

1 _ P r (6) 

with f(r) * Nw(p). Then Eq. (1) becomes 

1 df , d ) , tU+l) , b,<«-3P-Z|*l>0B E 
" p2dpl p dpJ 2 , 0(p-D+2(l-p) " B2p-l a 2(l-p) w( 0) - 0 (7) 

We can reduce all the a dependence to the last tern in Eq. (7) if we 

select 

a - 6 p - 2 p + l - 0 (8a) 

or 

, - Hi »> 
and then we find that energy level spacings will scale as 

AE * m 2 p _ 1 (9) 

and from the transformation Eq. (6) we see that lengths scale as 

L <\, m" P (10) 

Note that taking w(p) as a nomalized wavefunction of Eq. (7) implies 
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1 - j |*(r)|2 r*dr « N* j v2(p)p* dp (•P._1~Pr3 (ID 
0 

so that 

N* ̂  . 3 P (12) 

Here we have classes of potentials with coaaon scaling behaviour 

controlled by p, comprising different atass and radial powers in conspiracy. 

Clearly the actual level spacings, wavefunction properties and transition 

rates will, for each quarkonium family (fixed a ) reflect the r dependence 

of the potential, the • dependence acting as part of the coupling strength 

but the common • scaling is maintained. Further, sore complicated 

potentials can be formed by suawing members of any "p-class" without 

altering the scaling properties, e.g. -

V (r) - b(B) m P* 2* 6^ 1
 r

Bd$ (13a) 
P J_-> <! 

C (B) rCdB ; • fixed (13b) 
1-2 -q q 

The C (0) functions here have some constraints if the potential 
™q 

i s to produce the canonical l eve l ordering 

E, < E, < E„ < E,„ (14) 
Is lp 2s ID 

or part thereof [ 1 6 , 1 7 ] . As an i l l u s t r a t i o n froa Ref. [17 ] E_ > E 

for a superposi t ion obeying 

r •» , 
V(r) - - 2. + C(a') r° do' (15a) 

r >-2 

subject to 

C > 0 , o ' >_ 0, o* < - 1 (15b) 

C < 0 , -1 <_a' <. -6 < 0 (15c) 

Naturally one will require potentials to be less singular than -1/r2 at 

t'.e origin. 
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III. CALCULATIONS OF • BEHAVIOUR IN SPECIFIC POTENTIALS q 

To investigate the • dependence of quark-antiquark system properties 

ve consider the leptonic and hadronic decays of the S-states and the El 

transitions froa the first two excited states. For the scaling classes 

of potential, the • variation is derived froa the scaling of energy 

spacing and length dimensions, and this variation has been applied to 

two exaaples of the constant spacing (p • 1/2) class: 

(i) the logarithaic potential [19] 

V(r) - 3/4 £n (r/rQ) (16) 

with r - 1 GeV, and 

(ii) the harmonic oscillator potential [14,18] 

V(r) - 1/4 • w n
2 r 2 (17) 

q 0 

where «. « .3 GeV is half the ls-2s energy spacing desired. The third 

potential considered, the aodified Coulomb potential [6,9] 
4 ° s ( M 2 ) r V(r) - - ̂  * + - 2 vl8) 

a 

where a (M2) is the strong coupling parameter appropriate to a state of 

mass M, and a - 2.22 Gev has no pure scaling behaviour, althcvgh in the 

region of Interest its level schema is largely dominated by the linear 

term [9]. In this calculation we take a as a constant, evaluated from 

the asymptotic freedom, perturbation theory formula [15], 

a„(M2) °s<M02> 

1 + 
33-2n 

a 12w ».<v> <»[$ 
(19) 

at a mass of 2m for each qq family, n is the number of quark flavours. 

It is held at n • 4 throughout the m variation calculations, a Is <l q » 
normalized at *(3.095) too • .18, consistent with the ratio 

s 
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r(* •* hadrons)/r(f •• e e ). Once the Basses of the states have been 

found we use a (M2 ) for calculating the S-statc hadronic decay width. s ns 

In the leptonic and El transition widths we take the charge of 

the quark to be 2/3. If it is -1/3 then these widths will be reduced 

by a factor of fear. 

As our calculations are concerned with general trends as • varies, 

we assign no binding energy to the qq faailies, setting K(l S.) - 2a , 

rather than introduce binding energy as another paraaeter which we would 

have to consider as a function of a . This only affects the absolute 
q 

scale of the energy levels not the spacing, but it leaves us too few 

paraaeters to fit both the observed energy spacing and the leptonic 

widths of the psions. For this reason we exaaine the transition froa 

psions to upsilon by scaling the leptonic widths froa the experimental 

psion value in Section VIII. 

We solve the reduced radial Scbrodinger equation by a siaple matrix 

technique obtaining energy levels and wavefunctions which are used to 

calculate the various decay and transition widths required; analytic 

results for the haraonic oscillator providing a natural check of 

accuracy. 

IV. LEPTONIC DECAYS OF S-STATES 

We calculate the decay width of qq triplet S-states into a lepton-

antilepton pair (££) via the usual Van Royan-Welsskopf [22] formula,, 

modified for three quark colours: 

16wo2e 2 

r(n3S. -tl) - 9- | * _(0)| 2 (20) 
MnS 

where a is the fine structure constant, e is the quark change, 4> (r) 
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is the wavef unction and H _ is the energy of the bound state. Froa 
Eq. (20) it is clear that these widths are sensitive to the S-state 
spectrin and the wavef unction value at the origin, both of which vary 
with • in a fashion characteristic of the potential. For large a 
the M factor becomes essentially * constant for the low-lying states 

at each a value, M _ % 2 i , is the state energies becoae auch larger 
than the level spacing and in the large a limit these decay widths 
will reflect the a dependence of 1*^(0)| 2, while their ordering 
reflects the relativ* magnitudes of the i v - W ) ! 2 . which are controlled 
by the r-depeadence r~ V(r) at fixed a . The situation is clearly not so 
siaple for lighter quarks: 

_ 16»a2e 2 I*-©)!* 
r(n3S. - tt) 3 — (21) 

1 (2an + AE ) 2 

q n 
where both |+ -(0)12 and 4E » M 3_ - H l 3 . are a dependent. This •ib n n b. * i S 

interplay of energy spectrua and wavefunction can be further analysed 
for the scaling potentials. The wavefunction value |+(0)|2 being a 
probability density scales as an inverse volume and so using Eq.s (9) and 
(10) in Eq. (21) 

16wa2e 2 a 3 p C,(n) 
r(n3S, H. & - a a 1— T (22) 

1 (2an • C.(n) a / P - 1 ) 2 

q 1 q 

where C.(n), C.(n) are constants noraalizing the scaling which are det
ermined by calculating At and If -(0)12 at some reference value of m . 

n iu> q 

This relation i s particularly siaple for the p - 1/2 class and by evalu

ating the widths at one a the results for the logarithmic and harmonic 

oscil lator potentials displayed in figures 1, 2 can be readily obtained. 

In these figures i t can clearly be seen that, a» u increases so that 

2a » AE the widths approach the siaple scaling of the IS width: 
T d ' s , - « ) - . « 3 p " 2 (23) 
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Figure 3 shows the leptonic widths calculated over the m range for the 

modified Coulomb potential. Eq. (22) makes it clear why the harmonic 

oscillator, which has |ij> ,,(0)|2 increasing as n increases, shows a cross

over of ordering of widths as the energy spacing overwhelms the wavefunction 

actor for small m , 
q 

r(2 3s 1 - it) f 2m ] 2 k2 S<o)|2 

T{l3Sl - il) 2m + A E , 
>• q 1 J 

2 

k l s (o) | 2 

(24) 

for there is no m variation in the ratio of wavefunctions. While the 
q 

other two examples naturally do not exhibit reordering as, having 

d 2V/dr 2 < 0 for all r, they have |<»>2S(0)|2 < | * l s ( 0 ) | 2 by Martin's 

theorem [16], they clearly show the interplay of spectrum and wavefunction. 

It is amusing that for the oscillator r(2 3S 1 •* tl) = r(l 3S 1 -• VL) at 

m = 1.5 GeV. This suggests that perhaps potentials with l ^ c ^ l * 

|i|)._(0)| have been somewhat hastily discarded on the basis of the ordering 

of psion leptonic widths. The two scaling examples provide a dramatic 

example of the differences in m dependence possible within a scaling 

class. 

V. HADRONIC DECAYS OF S-STATES 

We have also examined the widths for decay of the triplet S-states 

into hadrons by annihilation of the bound state qq into three gluons 

using the standard modification [14,18] of the three photon decay width 

formula for orthopositronium 

r(n3 S l - 3gluons) - fg (*2-9) S
 2" S * l* n S(0)| 2 (25) 

MnS 

where the dependence of a. on the number of quark flavours is made 

explicit. The behaviour of these widths is similar to that of the 
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leptonic widths except for the additional m dependence introduced by 

a 3. The results for the three potentials can be seen in figures A-6. 

The extra attenuation as m increases, due to a 3 (a c
3(m *» 10 GeV) *v 

q S S> q 
1/3 a 3(m = 1.5 GeV)) modifies the structure as can be seen by comparison S q 
with figures 1-3. Of course the higher excited states of a quarkonium 

family have hadronic decays which do not involve the annihilation of 

the bound state; what we are considering here is the decay to "normal" 

hadrons. 

VI. El TRANSITIONS 

In the preceding two sections we examined decay widths which, while 

related to the overall shape of the potential (U(0)| 2 • < — >) are 
dr 

sensitive to the short range behaviour of the potential. We now turn 

our attention to the El transitions: 
2 3Sj - l 3Pj + y, l 3Pj + 1 3S X + y (26) 

In the present analysis we are interested in extracting general 

trends in m dependence so we use a simple model splitting of the triplet 

P-states, which has the correct m dependence for the logarithmic and 

harmonic oscillator potentials, to obtain reasonable energies for the 

photons rather than using relativistic correction terms in the original 

Schrodinger equation and computing each L and J value separately. For 

simplicity we use this splitting model for the modified Coulomb calcul

ations as well. The specific form of spin dependent potential terms 

depends on the Lorentz structure of the relativistlc quark-antlquark 

interaction with which the potential is associated. One can make the 

strong assumption that the relativistic generalization of the potential 

is an interaction of vector colour-octet quark currents mediated by a 

gluon-like vector state [14]. Following Reference [14] we write this 

current as 
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u- A T If (q2)y - *^- o q 1 u (27) 
q 2 \ H " y 2m mv Mv| q 

and, with the ap.roximation that x = 1 + g(q 2)/f(q 2) is independent of 
q 2, the calculation of Breit-Fermi terms yields, for the spin-orbit, 
tensor and spin-spin interactions the following equations [14, Eqs. 3.47-
49]. 

VT<! - L H i J i l I ( 2 x - 1/2) (28a) 
Lo 9 r or 

v _ X 2(S 2 - 3(Sn)(Sn)) 
T 6m 2 

d 2V(r) 1 dV(r)' 
dr 2 r d r 

(28b) 

V 2 - -
V C Q - -*— o.-o- V 2 V(r) (28c) 

S S 6m 2 X 2 

If the confining potential is associated instead with a Lorentz 
scalar interaction, then there is only a spin-orbit interaction given 
by [13, Table 1] 

V . - - 1 - 1 ^ L - S (29) 
L S

 2 m 2 r d r 

where S(r) is the static potential. This is of opposite sign to Eq. (28a) 
the spin-orbit interaction from the 4-vector coupling, so that the 4-
vector contribution must dominate if we are to achieve the canonical 

3 splitting, i.e. energy increasing as J increases in the P T nultiplet. 
We are treating the splitting as a first order perturbation so that the 

1 3 
energy shift for the P-states is given by < Pj|v + V T + Vss' ^J*' F o r 

either Lorentz structure the scaling classes of potentials have the 
property that this matrix element scales with m . For the class 

1/2 V • f (m r) this can be seen by transforming to the dimensionless 
variable p of Eq. (2). Taking the spin-orbit contribution as an 
example: 
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T-S J Q m 2 r dr 

, N ? C f" v£M B M M ££d£ 
Jo m 2 p d p m 3 / 2 

-1 

3/2 as N 2 ̂  m . The whole matrix element scales in identical fashion. The 
Ap-3 result for the p-classes of potential in general is AIL <v m . Rather 

than evaluating the matrix element for each of our three examples we make 
use of the scaling of the energy splitting as m and simply split the 
3 P states evenly about J»l, by an amount appropriate to the overall 

splitting seen in charmonium, and scale the result with m /m . 

The El transition widths are given by 

4<xk3e 2 

r(2 3 S, - 3 P . + Y) *- (2J + l) |<2P|r |2S>| 2 (31) 
l J 2 ? 

4ak 3e 2 

r(3P. - V + Y) L (3)|<2P|r|lS>|2 ( 3 2 ) 
J i 2 ? 

where k is the photon energy and <2P|r|2S>, <2P|r|lS> are the usual radial 
overlap integrals. As we are treating the P-utate splitting as a perturb
ation the overlap integrals are common to the three J widths for each set 
of transitions at fixed m . 

q 
These widths depend on m through the overlap integral and the photon 

q 
energy which reflects the splitting and the energy scheme. The radial 

overlap integral has the dimensions of length and so for the p « 1/2 

class of potentials for which the splitting model outlined is appropriate 
TXiiSl •* 3Pj + Y ) * (2J + 1) 

C 3 l 3 -1 
*hs'iJ-l)T\ \ (33> q ; 

r( 3Pj - i 3Sj + Y) * A E P S + < J" l> m 1 

q-

3 -l 
» q (34) 
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3 where C, describes the size of the splitting of P states of charm-
3 onium and A EL,, is th? constant unperturbed energy spacing of P and 

3 1 S, states. From Eq. (33) and Eq. (34) the transitions involving the 

J=l state are seen to scale in this model as m . The results for the 
q 

3 3 three potentials are displayed in figures 7-9, for 2 S, -*• P_+y, and in 
figures 10-12 for 3Pj •+ l3Sj+y. 

3 3 Fcr the first set of transitions 2 S. -*• P,+Y, (figures 7-9) the 

splitting results in a change in El width ordering as a function of m , 

because the widths for lighter quarks are strongly influenced by the 

cubes of the different photon energies. As m increases the states 

approach the unsplit value and the widths approach the spin factor 

ordering with ratio 1:3:5 for J-0,1,2 respectively. The figures show 

the influence of the spectrum and of course the size of each set of 

transition widths depends on the r-dependence of the potential via the 

overlap integral. 

3 3 There Is naturally no crossing in the P -»• 1 S.+y transition 

widths which converge as the splitting decreases. While the widths 
3 3 for 2 S. + P T+Y become small as m increases for the logarithmic and 

modified Coulomb potentials, reaching a few keV by m " 1 0 GeV, the widths 
3 3 

from P to 1 S. are always larger, typically by an order of magnitude. 

El transitions are of course very sensitive to the potential through 

the radial overlap integral. The prescaling phenomena persist in El 

transitions up to m ^ 5 GeV, so that comparisons between quarkonium 

families may help to constrain potentials within the scaling classes. 

VII NUMBER OF QUARK FLAVOURS 

Throughout the m range of the calculations presented in the 

preceding sections we have used n -4 In Eq. (19) for a , both in the 

modified Coulomb potential and in the hadronlc decay widths. This appears 
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appropriate when it is considered that heavier quarks should contribute 

les6 strongly to a , but clearly at any given m there is an n dependence 

in the hadronic decay widths via a 3 . (Except, of course, at the normal-

ization point of a (M 2)). 

In principle, in the framework of the perturbation theory Tesult 

for a , Eq. (19) at least an effective number of quark flavours can be 
s 

measured if a can be determined at two points, a normalization mass 

and a second mass. The uncertainties in rG|»' -*- uncharmed hadrons) due 

to competing decays and also the small mass difference between iji, I|I', 

show that this approach is unlikely to be fruitful within one quarkonium 

family. It is possible that eventually a , determined from r(lS •*• 

hadrons)/r(ls •+• e e~) in the framework of Eqs. (20),(25), for the 

t|>(3.095) and T(9.46) states might put a stronger restriction on n than 

the n < 16 requirement of asymptotic freedom. 

If the qv .rk-antiquark interaction contains a , as the modified 

Coulomb potential does, then the energy levels and the wavefunctions vlll 

be n dependent. This introduces an extra n dependence in the hadronic 

decay widths of the S-states, above the a 3 ( n ) dependence, and a weak n 

dependence in the leptonic decay and El transition widths. To illustrate 

this we present in figures 16-19 the four widths previously studied as 

functions of mass, now calculated for varying n in the modified Coulomb 

potential at m • 5 GeV. While the variations are not as dramatic in 

the electromagnetic cases as in the hadronic widths, variations over the 

full n range of *v20% do occur. 

VIII SCALING AND QUARKONIUM FAMILIES 

The importance of a new qq bound state family in improving our 

knowledge of the quark-antiquark potential by opening up m dependence 
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analysis arises because the spectrum of charmonium is rather stable [23] 

and its levels can be approximated by many potentials, the differences 

only becoming marked above <v4 GeV in the spectrum. The present analysis 

has too few free parameters to fit both the level spacing rnd the 

psion leptonic widths. We therefore use the scaling rules for the 

p = 1/2 class and obtain for the T(9.46) an electronic width of 

2.75 • .35 keV if |e | - 2/3 or 0.7 t .1 keV if |e | = 1/3. Scaling 

the calculated m dependence for the modified Coulomb potential we 

obtain an electronic width of 2.3 ± .3 or .56 ± .1 keV for le I - 2/3, 

1/3 respectively at a quark mass of 4.75 GeV. In a more detailed calcu

lation of this potential Eichten and Gottfried [9] obtained 2.7 (.68) 

keV for m » 5 GeV, e - 2/3 (1/3). We have investigated the effect of 
1/2 replacing r in the modified Coulomb potential Eq. 18 with (m /m ) r 

where m is half the mass of iji(3.095) in our approximation scheme. This 

new potential, except for mild m dependence through a should fall in 

the p • 1/2 class. The preceding analysis has shown that the scaling of 

leptonic widths from t|>(3.095) to T(9.46) is already similar. The 

modified calculation yields essentially the same electronic width as 

before but now has AE(T)/AE(I|I) * .97 for the 2S-1S spacing. In the three 

cases considered the results agree with the experimental electronic width 

of 1.3 ± .4 keV, assuming |e | • 1/3. It is interesting to note that 

this experimental width, with its errors, surrounds a lower bound on 

electronic width for T{9.46) derived for |e | - 2/3 on general consid

erations for any potential with d 2V(r)/dr 2 < 0 by Rosner, Quigg and 

Thacker [24], suggesting the charge assignment |e | • 1/3. This assign

ment receives further support as for |e | • 1/3 the new data is consistent 

with the scaling of |<|<(0)|2 * m * "' which successfully describes the 

value of the wavefunction at the origin for p, u, $,I|>[18]. 
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These calculations show that the p • 1/2 class of potentials is 

consistent with the m dependence of the energy level spacing and the 
3 electronic width of the 1 S. state from the psions to the upsilon family. 

Further constraints within this clasB involve fine tuning the potential 

to fit the properties of charmonium and also await the measurement of 

other upsilon states to exploit the m dependence further. 

If bound states of yet heavier quarks confirm the constant energy 

spacing then it is unlikely that the m dependence of their widths will 

further constrain the potential within the scaling class as the low-

lying states' widths will all be scaling with m . No "prescaling" 

behaviour will be available to test strongly the r dependence of the 

potential. If they do not confirm the constant energy level spacing ideas 

indicating that the similarity of level spacings of upsilon and charmonium 

families is not the manifestatior of general behaviour, then one must 

return to the weaker M_,-M = M ,-M constraint and reappraise those 

models which have in them competing m dependencies f^om various terms 

rather than the scaling potentials. 

Irrespective of the possibility of yet heavier quarks, we cannot 

ignore the light quark-antiquark bound states as sources of information 

on the quark-antiquark interaction. The analysis of the electronic 

widths of p, u, <t>, i> relating |t|f(0)|2 of a qq system to m , referred to 

above, suggests the presence of an underlying unity. Recent e e experi

ments in the region below 3 GeV reveal an unexpectedly rich, complex 

region of hadron production. Groups at the ADONE (Frascatl) [25,26] and 

D.C.I. (Orsay) [25,27] colliding beam machines have recently presented 

results indicating the existence of several new resonances in the region 

between 1 and 2.5 GeV. Some of these are narrow states and the ADONE 

group have candidates for $'" at 2.13 GeV, $" at 1.8 GeV and possibly 
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<J>' at 1.5 GeV although the latter is also a candidate for baryoniua and 

work is reportedly progressing in analysing the decays of these states 

for strange particles. The Orsay group have also presented candidates 

for p and u-like resonances. 

More work in this region should eventually give us a "strangeonium" 

or "phion" family, above threshold but marked by narrow electronic widths 

In this region the nonrelativistic approximation will be crude, but 

clearly the interplay of energy levels and wavefunctions in the decay 

widths will be strong. These states will be even more sensitive than 

i|; and <|>' to the long range nature of the interquark potential and nay 

eventually give us much information on the quark-antiquark interaction, 

at the expense of non-relativistic simplicity. It will be interesting 

to see if the general trend of the non-relativi'tic calculations for 

light quarks is borne out by experiment - will the excited S-states 

have electronic decay widths much smaller than that of $ as the calcul

ations of Section IV suggest? 

IX FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 

There are many possible avenues for expansion of the present work, 

as a systematic treatment of m dependence of quarkonium properties. 

While the thrust of this paper has been largely concerned with present

ation of classes of potentials with common scaling of energy level 

spacing and waveiunction properties with m , and the consequent m 

dependence of the decay and transition widths of the bound states, it is 

always possible that the interquark potential is not a pure scaling one, 

and it is important to remember that the variation of widths with m 

for such a potential reflects that potential in the interplay of 

spectrum and wavefunctions just as much as for a scaling one, Electro

magnetic transitions involving wavefurction overlap integrals are very 
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sensitive to the potential and should play a role in refining the knowledge 

of the phenomenological quark-antiquark interaction. 

One can leave the relative simplicity "f the scaling potentials for 

more complicated potentials such as those which seek to include some 

variation of a with r in the short distance region of the modified 

Coulomb potential [11, 28]. A more complete treatment of the spin and 

momentum dependent relativistic corrections appropriate to the selected 

Lorentz structure of the interaction can be considered and computed in 

solving the Schrodinger equation. There is scope for extension in the 

relaxation of the neglect of binding energy in the present calculations. 

Apart from these excursions into more complicated potentials and 

corrections, both for scaling and, by explicit calculation at each m , for 

nonscaling potentials, there are clearly good reasons emanating from Orsay 

and Frascati for a detailed analysis of the ^-family which might, when 

experimental data emerges, help indicate the nature of the interaction of 

which present potentials are the static limit. 

X CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have presented new classes of quark-antiquark potentials dist-

inquished by their scaling of energy level spacing and wavefunction prop

erties as functions of quark mass. From this scaling we have shown how 

certain decay and transition widths behave as m varies. While some scale 
<l 

simply with m , others exhibit this scaling only asymptotically, having an 

m dependence which reflects the potential used. This allows discrimina

tion within a given scaling class, or between non-scaling potentials. 

These "prescaling" phenomena involve marked variations in the relative 

magnitudes of the widths as m varies, which persist right through the 

pslon region. The two examples of the constant level spacing class 

considered show how varied this behaviour can be, within a scaling class. 
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In particular the harmonic oscillator example indicates that care should 

be taken in relating observed lepronic decay width orderings to the 

general shape of the potential via wavefunction properties. 

We have displayed the m dependence of two types of width which are 

complementary in their probing of the wave function as a guide to the 

behaviour of these properties for bound states of heavy quarks, for the 

modified Coulomb potential and for two well-known members of the constant 

energy soaring class. 

We also find that the constant energy level spacing class is 

consistent, not only with the energy spacing of the upsilon states, 

but also with the electronic width of the state at 9.46 GeV, if one 

assumes a quark charge |e | • 1/3. The future of the scaling classes 

awaits testing by more measurements of the present quarkonium families 

at large and small quark mass, which may constrain the potential within 

the classes through the prescaling phenomena, and of course the discovery 

of any heavier quarkonia which will test the validity of the scaling of 

level spacings itself. 

Beyond the scaling type of potentials the sensitivity of quark mass 

dependence of widths to the potential makes it a convenient method of 

displaying the trends to be expected in heavy quark bound state properties 

for potential models in general. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 Leptonic decay widths of S-states as a function of quark 

mass for logarithmic potential Eq. (16). The approach to 

the simple scaling of the IS width is clear. 

Figure 2 Leptonic decay widths of S-states as a function of quark 

mass for harmonic oscillator potential Eq. (17). The final 

approach to simple scaling at large m contrasts with the 

reordering and complicated m dependence in the lighter 

quark region. Note that IS and 2S widths cross at 

m il.5 GeV. 
q 

Figure 3 Leptonic decay widths of S-states as a function of quark 

mass for the modified Coulomb potential Eq. (18), Once 

again simple scaling dependence sets in after variations in 

widths in the light quark region. 

Figure 4 Hadronic widths of S-states as a function of quark mass 

for logarithmic potential. The extra suppressing effect 

of the a 3 factor in Eq. (25) can be seen by comparison 
8 

with Fig. 1. 

Figure 5 Hadronic widths of S-states as a function of quark mass 

for the harmonic oscillator potential. The effect of the 

extra m dependence of the a 3 factor is to postpone the 

crossover of the widths to larger quark masses. 

Figure 6 Hadronic widths of S-states as a function of quark mass 

for the modified Coulomb potential. 
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3 3 Figure 7 Electromagnetic (El) transition widths, for 2 S. •+ P + y, 

as a function of quark mass for the logarithmic potential. 

The J-factor ordering is not found until m > 4.5 GeV. 
q 

3 3 Figure 8 Electromagnetic (El) transition widths, for 2 S. •* P + t, 

as a function of quark mass for the harmonic oscillator 

potential. In this case the J-f actor ordering is found 

for m > 2.5 GeV, and simple scaling clearly sets in at 

smaller m than for the other two potentials for this 

transition - see Figs. 7,9. 

3 3 Figure 9 Electromagnetic (El) transition widths, for 2 S. -+ P + -y, 

as a function of quark mass for the modified Coulomb 

potential, in this case the final width reordering does 
3 not occur until m =5.5 GeV, but the scaling of the P_ q J 

states splitting used, Eq. (30c), is perhaps inappropriate. 

AE p ^ m , m for pure Coulomb, pure linear potentials 

respectively. 

3 3 Figure 10 Electromagnetic (El) transition width for P, •» 1 S. + y, 

as a function of quark mass for the logarithmic potential. 

3 3 Figure 11 Electromagnetic (El) transition width, for P + 1 S. + y, 

as a function of quark mass for the harmonic oscillator 

potential. 

3 3 Figure 12 Electromagnetic (El) transition width, for P •> 1 S. + y, 
J X 

as a function of quark mass for the modified Coulomb 

potential. 

Figure 13 Variation of leptonic widths of S-states with number of 

quark flavours for modified Coulomb potential, m « 5 GeV. 

Thi illustrates the entry of m into the potential via a . 
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Figure 14 Variation of hadronic widths of S-states with number of 

quark flavours for modified Coulomb potential, m • 5 GeV, 

Here n dependence is mainly due to the presence of o 3 in 

Eq. (25) rather than through the potential as in Fig. 13. 

3 3 Figure 15 Variation of the 2 S, to P El transition width with number 

of quark flavours, for modified Coulomb potential, m - 5 GeV, 

The variation, again through the energies and wavefunctions, 

due to the a factor is the potential Eq. (18) is very 

small. 

3 3 Figure 16 Variation of the P. to 1 S. transition width, with number 

of quark flavours for modified Coulomb potential, m • 5 GeV. 

While the variation is again slow changes of 10 - 12 keV in 

widths occur across the full n range. 
q 
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